One of the fundamental questions for self·organization in pattern formation is how spatial periodic structure is spontaneously formed staning from a localized fluctuation. It is lcnown in. dissipative systems that splitting dynamics is one of the drivi ng forces to create many particle.like patterns from a si ngle seed. On the way to final state th ere occur many collisions among them and its scatteri ng manner is cruci(l110 predict whether periodic structure is realized or not. We focus on the colliding dynamiC$ of traveling spotS ari$ing in a three-component system and study how the transition of scattering dynamics is brought about. It has been cJarifii."<Ithm hidden un..~table patterns called "scattors" and their stable and unstable manifolds direct the traffi c flow of orbits before and after collisions. The collision process in general ca n be decomposed into several steps and each step is controlled by su\:h a sca ttor, in other words, a network amo ng scallors forms the backbone for One orth e fundamental qu eslions for self-orgalliUltlon in pattern rormation i~ how spatial periodic structure is spontaneously rormed starlin g from a localized Huctua· lion. Two things seem to be necessa ry to ha\'e a periodic pattern start ing from a locali zed seed, one is an intrinsic instablllt,' of a seed solution like self·replicatioll, Ihe other is tn arra nge many localized patterns in order 10 form a regular periodic pattern through intera ction. When th e seed solution is a two-dimensional tnl\'eling s pol, th en the interaction occurs mainly through colli· sions besides weak and long·range interaction. To und erstand the col1 i.sional process is a challen ge not only because of its la rge defo rmation but also its illflu ent.~ over the global coherent dynamics, ror instance, if a nnihil ation occun; upon collision, th ere is much less chance to havi: a regultlr periodic pattern, Whll t is discussed here i.~ to clariry th e underlying mechunism to control the scatt ering dynamics among traveling spots arising in th reeromponenl reaction diffusion systems. It turns oul that hidden saddles called scallo n; make a traffic cont rol of orbits during Ihe collision process, in fact the orbital beha viors ure guided by the stable and uns table manifolds of such scaUors, and the o utput can be classified by lookIn g Itt the outcome from the SCa Uor. We al so disc uss how Ihe st ru ctural change of th e network among scatlors influ ences th e input·output re lations or scattering dynamics. S uch a change is typically caused by a new instability of the sea n or. which event uall y leads to a drastic change of output after collision.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reaction diffusion media have a variely of dynamic reo sponsc to spatially localized pcrturbmion. If the medium is unstable to inhomogeneous perturbation, then small random fluctuation may cause fonnation of a periodic structure via Turing instabi lity, however if the medium is locally stable, then perturbation of finite amplitude is necessary. II is wcll known for excitable systems (monostable media) like FitzHugh-Nngurno equations that localized perturbation ex· ceeding the thres hold creates counter· propagati ng traveling pulses in one dimension {lDl how ever it does not form a spatially periodic structure on an ex tended medium and an· nihilation occ urs when they collide. Two things seem to be necessary to have a periodic p3nem starti ng from a \Qcal ized seed, one is an intrinsic instability of Ii seed solution like sclf. replication, the other is to arrange many localized pat· terns in order to form II regular pattern through interactions. Nonannihilation property becomes imporlalll for the lallcr purpose.
One of the reccnt remarkable discoveries H is a variety of panicle,like patterns sali sfying the above two requirements, namel y they replicate by themselves and behave like proliferates again. therefore the crowded ness prevents the spots from self-replicatio n and Uep5 the coherent structure. Particle-like patterns have been observed ellperimentall~ and llumerically, for instance, in gas-discharge syslems,,s.. CQ-ollidization proces.s,8-10 chemical reactions.I-4·II -14 morphogenesis. IS and reaction-diffus ion systems with a global feedback system. '~l1 Suppose there are spatia!]y localized moving patterns sueh as pulses or spots in a free space, A qualitative change of the pattern may occur either by means of interaction with other patterns through collision or intrinsic instability such as splitting or destruction by ilself, It i~ known that if a localized pattern has an intrinsic instability like self-replication. then combining with selfdestruction or annihilation process. il produces in general a complell dynamics like spatiotemporal chaos'S or Sierpinski gaskets, 19 In order to understand the whole dynamics of such complex patterns. a computer-aided gcometric approach is quite useful as was shown by Refs. 18.20 . and 21. NOIe mat annihilation does not occ ur in Fig. I . so it tends to an ordered state asymptotically. This indicates that unde rstanding the local collisional process is a key to predict the whole dynamics. however the underlying mechani sm 10 control such scattering dynamics is very little known co mpared with the weak interaction regime 1 1.12 namely hidden saddles call ed "scattors" make a traffic con-[rol of orbits during the collision process. especially the above concept is lIseful to understand the transition of collision manne r. for instance. from bouncing of two traveling Chaos t 5. 047509 (2005) spots to annihilati ng each other. [n fact the orbital behaviors are guided by thc stable and uns table manifolds of suc h scattors, and the output can be clnssified by lOOking at the outcome from the seanor. There arc several related works pointing out the impon3nce of s uch saddles. see for instance, The aim of th is paper is twofold: First we extensively study the head-on collisions of two-dimensional (20) [ravel- ing spots for the three-compone nt system (I) in Sec. n and find scattors and their interrelations from a global bifurcational viewpoint. Second we discuss how the change of network StruCture of scilnors influences the scattering dynamics.
Whe n a scattor undergoes a new instability, then it has a new destination alon g it. which adds a new part to the cx.isting network and the orbit takes a different rOute as paramcters vary resulting in a new output after collision.
II. MODEL
We employ the followi ng three-component reaction diffusion system in order to inves tigate the scattering dynamics.
IIV l
1I, =D.l1u-+/o( l -u) .
where 10, ft. h. and 
The system (I) is called an activator-s ubstrate-depleted model (Rcf. IS). In fact the dynamics of the kinetic pan of (I) behaves in a similar way to that of (2) as in Fig. 2 . In the sequel we work in the dark-gray region of Fig. 2 , Le . • rnonostable regime. The reason why we employ the above system is that (I ) is a representative model which shows most of the interesting scanering dy namics and transit ions among them in two-parameter space as well as drift bIfurcati on as in Fig. 3 . Our approach can be applicable to ()(ber model systems, especially the concept of scattor in Sec. IV seems to work universally.
AlIlhe computations that follow for (I) are done in the follo wing setting: the system size is 4 x 2 wilh the Neumann boundary condition. The grid sizes are 6x=l!,y=2-6 • Ilr =0.10 and the five-point difference approlli mation is employed for the Laplacian. 
III. PHASE DIAGRAM FOR SCATTERING DVNAMICS
Loosely speaking there are two ways of scattering dynamics depending on the strength of interaction; nonfusion and fusion manners. In the former case one can identify in· dividual spots throughout the collision process and hence it includes a weak·interaction regime. On the other hand, in the latter case, two spots basically merge into one body like a peanut or disk. There is of course an intermediate regime in between the above two. however it is outside the scope of the present study, We mainly focus on the fusion case in this paper and present a son of hidden controller for collision process called a "scaUor" and how a network among scauors forms a backbone structure for global scattering dynamics,
A. Birth of traveling spot; drift bifurcati on
In order to make a scattering e:o::periment, first of all we need stable traveling spots in an appropriate parameter regime. For the 2D case it is not at all trivial to have such a stable traveling spot. in fact two-component reaction diffusion systems in general do not support such a moving pattem 29 and, hence. il is necessary to introduce the third species to keep the shape of the spot firmly. The threecomponent system (I) turns out to serve for our purpose. One way to obtain a traveling spot is a drift bifurcation from a standing spot. Stable standing spots exist in the ligh t-gray region of Fig. 3 bounded by dotted (drift bifurcation) and broken line (Hopf bifurcation), The intersecting poin t DH of these bifurcation lines is a codim 2 si ngularity and needs more careful analysis to know the dynamics around it, which is not treated here and delegated to Ref. 30 . A stable standing spot starts to move in one direction as the parameter crosses the drift line, for instance, T is increased, It is numerically confi rmed except near DH that this is a supercritical bifurcation from stable standing spots to stable traveling ones as in Fig. 4 , The velocity of the spot is increased a.~ the parameters leave the drift li ue until other instabilities like splitting occur.
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B , Three different outputs: repulsion (RE), fu sion + d rift (FD), and ann ihilat Ion (AN )
Let us classify the head-on collision by its output. There are three qualitatively different outputs for (1); repulsion (RE), fusion -drift (FD). and annihilation (AN) dependin g on two parameters It and .,. as in Fig. 3 .
Since the standing spots in the light-gmy region of Fig. 3 repel each othe r, the collision process for Imveling spots near the drift bifurcation line is expected to inherit its nature. name ly they interact weakly and bounce off with keeping thei r Original shapes. Th is is the case fat o ur system except ncar the intersecting point DH of the drift bifurcation curve with the Hopf li ne in Fig. 3 (i. e., codim 2 point). It is known that there appears an annihilation regime near such a singularity even though the parameter is arbitrarily close to the dri ft line (note the tip of the AN regime in Fig. 3 ), in fac t we need another singu larity, i.e .. saddle-node point for this, however we leave th e discussions to Ref. 30 . The RE regime e)( pands in the left-up direction. As the ve locity of the sp<.>( is increased. the distance between two spots at collision becomes shorter. and even tually the dynamics is switched to the FD re gime, namely two spots merge into one spa{ and start to dri ft in one direction as in Fig. 5 
IV. SCATTORS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
In order to understand the transitions among RE, FD. and AN regimes, we first need 10 study the orbital behaviors carefully as paramelm cross such boundaries.
An ideal head-on collision has Dl symmetry in space, i. e., invariant under left-right Ilnd up-down reflections with respect to the collision line. which suppresses translational instabilities. A merging spot in the FD region therefore is supposed to stand still after collision, however. as we will A. From repuls io n to fu sfo n+drift Let us lake a closer look at the tmns ition from RE to FD at I:{fl' T) "" (0.0625 ,63.n 7) in Fig. 3 , The orbital behav ior on the RE (respectively, FD) side is given by Fig. 5(b) [respectively, Fig. 5(a) ]. Both orbits take the peanut shape after collision and stay there for a ce rtain time, then ei ther it splilS or two humps fuse into one spot and drift away. Closer to the boundary of two regimes, a longer stay near the pean ut shape indicates the existence of a Steady state of saddle type. in fact it is numericall y confirmed by the NeWlon methoti that there e)(isls an unstable steady state of cOOim 3 the profile of which is very close to that of 1=6000 in Fig. S are related to the drift instabili ties, however they an: nOl imponant in our set[in~ due to the sy mmelI)' of head -o n collisions. There is om: more real positive eige nvalue respollsible fo r the symmetry-breaking bifurcation from the disk pattern. In fact. by using a path-tracking software based o n AlfTO (Ref. 31). a peanut-solution branc h can be continued globally with respect 10 II alld it emanates from the large dis k pattern as in Fig. 6 . The co mputation of Fig. 6 is done in a qu adrant (i.e., 32 X 32) of the full solution thanks to the sym metry.
It turns out that the orbits are sorted (Jut along the unstable manifold associated with this real eigenvalue, in fact, by add ing two types of penurbation to the peanut pattern, the ou tputs are consistent with the previous evolll!ional resulis as in Fig. 7 . More precisely. depending on the sign of l for the pet1urbatio n lenn " ''''"" it either grows in the middle of the peanll! and becomcs a One spot or decays and pinches off into two spots as shown in Fi g. 7 whcre 0/ I stands for the eige nfunction associated w ith thc above real cigcnvalue [sec Fig. 7(a) ). Again by the NeWlo n method. it is confirmed that there ex-isIS a standing spot at this parameter value close to the profile of 1=7600 in Fig. 5(a) and it has only d ri ft instabilit y. It evcntually there fore starts to move in one direction due to small Huctuation. Note that the d rifting directiOn should not be oblique to the COlliding di rection as in Fig. 5 due to Ihe sy mmetry. For later use we call the above two unstable steady patteTtlS "peanut scallor"' and "large d i~k scall or." n:spcrtiveJy, wh ic h actually son out the orbi ts alo ng their unstable manifolds.
B. From lu s io n + d rift to annihilation
Next we consider tlK: tra nsi tio n between FD and AN at U=(f, ,1") '" (0.064577.90.0) in Fig. 3 . The orbi ts corre- The pt:mUI scallor at lfl. " ' ''(0 .Q6ll.61.n7 Fig. 5. sponding to the parameters o n both sides behave in the following way. For FD side. it first approac hes a peanll! shape. then fuses into a small disk pnttern, grows up to the large disk. stay s [here for ccrtain time, and finally drifts away [see Fig. 8(bj) . On the othe r hand, for the AN side, after fusing into a small disk. it decays and annihilates [see Fig. 8(a)] . ' IlIere appears a new seanor "small disk" in these processes, in fact it can be detected as in Fig. 8 (c) and has codim 3 at th is parameter. Like a large disk scallor. two of them are drifting instabilities and the remaining posi tive real one is responsibl e for the ou tput. namely its unstable manifo ld goes to either the large disk o r the homogeneo us state (annihilation ) as in Fig. 9 . Nole that Ihe associated eigenfunction (1)1
in Fig. 9 (a) also has flip sym metry like 'It I in Fig. 7(a) . The overall collision process can be understood clearl y once we notice the two-ste p defonnation. 
C. Triple junc tio n
In vicw of the phase diagram of Fig. 3 . RE-FD transit ion changes into FD-AN transition via the triple junction point T J [(fI,T)-(0. 0636.73. 2)] as II is increased. A natural question is how the annihilation regime emerges through TJ and how its emergence causes the changc of transition manner. especially how it introduces the two-step defonnation. This demands a more precise analysis for the three scatlors and their global interrelation; peanut , large and small disks as will be discussed in the next section. 
V. GLOBAL NETWORK AMONG SCATTORS
As obsct:Ved in the preceding sections, a hidden saddle called the scattor plays a role li ke a traffic controller of the orbits depending on the parnmeters. however it is still unclear that I'Iow the annihilation regime emerges and the inputoutput relation changes from I to II as II is increased. In Ih is seaion we discuss this issue from the viewpoint of global intem:lation among the scattOfS and by careful numerics for the behaviors of unstable manifolds of thcm, The scenario for the transi tion of input-output relation from I (FD-RE) to II (FD-AN) is as follows. When two spots approach, they first fonn a profile close to that of the peanut scattQr, there· fore the fate of the associated orbi t is most probably controlled by the largest eigenvalue of Re parts of the spectru m around the peanut scattor. It turns out that the largest eigen.
value is switched from the real one 10 the complex pair as II is increased (see Fig. 10 ). therefore the destination along the unstable manifold associated with the most dangerous one is also changed from large disk to small disk. The small disk has a ID unstable manifold besides drift eigenvalues and one of the destinations is the homogeneous state (i.e .• annihilation). The above crossover point is located at 11 "' 0.06421 (slightly larger th an TIl at which the annihil ation regime is clearly visible. The orbit is basically driven by the manner of co nnection amOng scattors and its switching causes the change of input-output relation as depicled in Fig. II . 
A. Heteroclinic connection among scattors
Recalling the RE·FD transition [ in Fig. 3 , the heteroclinic connection between the peanul scatlor and the [argc disk forms a backbone for scatterin g dynamics. The orbits are sorted out like Fig. [2 depending on parnmeters.
On the O(her hand. for the FD·AN transition H in Fig. 3 . a small disk emerges as a new scattor and becomes a part of the two-step deformation at collision, namely peanut Chaos 15. 047509 (2005) Drift to the righ. ' .;~ _ _ -., n.,. ' confirmed as in Fig. 9 that the u.nstable manifold of the small disk goes to either the large disk or the homogeneous state.
The aim of this section is to clarify the underl yi ng structure controlli ng the above two transitions, especiall y how the annihi lation regime emerges through the triple j unction TJ. In order to study the precise behaviors near TJ, we take I, = 0.0640 for definiteness. In the neighborhood of this paramo eter reg ime. annihilation occurs typica lly in such a way that the orbit approaches the peanut shape, then the middle part of it starts to oscillate. and finally di sappears. This suggests that some instability occurs for the peanut seatlo!" as 11 is increased as RE-fD regime. Moreover if a new instability really occurs, then we should study its implication, namely what we must do is the following:
(I) Study the spectra l behavior around the peanut seauor along the I, allis.
(2) Search for the destination associated with the new instabil ity.
A key infonnation for the candidates comes from the global bifurcation diagram for seattors obtained in Sec. [V, here we show it in a superposed form with the phase diagram ..
I{~J.()
, . - (Fig. 6) . '" c;omponents, respecti vely. as in Fig. 13 . Large and small disks are conlleCted via a saddle-node point and the branch of peanut seauor emanates from the branch of large disk via a symmetry-breaking bifurcation. The peanut branch also turns back via a saddle-node point. =0.0640 by add ing a perturbation of linear combination of unstable directions. The linearized unstable eigenfunctions arc computed as ill Fig. IS . "'1 (respectively. 'lt l ) corresponds to the largest It:al eigenvalue (respectively, the complex eigenvalue). Using Ihis eigenform. we perturb the peanul sca ttor in the form of 1!"1 'lt 1+I!"J"'3+C, C" the result of which is shown in Fig. 16 . The horizontal line stands for the £1 axis and each plane for the complex perturbation e) . First of all, depending on the sign of I!"I' the outputs are separated as fusion+drift (light-gray FD region for positive sign) and repulsion (dark.gray RE It:gion for negative sign) up to the resolution 10-1 in a small neighborhood of the origin. This is a natural consequence of thc fact that the symmetry-breaking real eigenvalue still dominates the dynamics at 11: ::0. Chaos 15, 047509 (2005) close 10 the small disk pattem. whic h causes ann ihilation. This is numerical1y con finned for the peanut scallor located at ifl,T) -(0.0640,76.667) as shown in Fig. 17 . These ob· servations suggest that a new instability on the peanut branch leads to the new outpu t AN. More precisely, annihilation occurs due to the emergence of new heteroclinicity from peanut scattor to small disk. Our discu ssions can be summarized in one schematic picture of Fig. II . wh ich shows the switching of main routeS for orbits before and after Hopf bifurcation of peanut scattor.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Scattering dynamics between two traveling spots and the transition manner of input-output It:lations of collision process are studied. We eJttend the idea developed in to 20 traveling spots for the thlt:e-componenl systcm (1), namely we find three hidden saddles (called scattors), peanut. large and small disks which make a traffic control of orbits durin g the collision process and the orbital behaviors are guided by Ihe stable and unstable manifolds of such sca t· tors, and the output can be classified by looking at the outcome from the seallor by adding small perturbations. We highlight how the structural change of the network among scallOrs influences the input-outputlt:lations of the scanering dynamics. Such a change is typically triggered by a new instability of the seattor, which evenlUaUy leads to drastic change of output as parameters vary. We illustrate this with global behaviors of scattor's branch and precise numerical spectral analysis for (1). It is clarified that Hopr instability of the peanut seattor is responsible for the transition from the nonannihiJation regime to the annihilation one.
Although we employ a spe<:ific three-component system (I ), the approach presented here can be applicable for a wider class of reaction diffusion systems, in panicular. the concept of scattor and its role for scattering dynamics see m to be universal, in fac t Ihe following three-component system (3), which was proposed as a quali tative model of a gas discharge syslem,12 has similar scattors with the same function (see Ref. 23 for details).
1V
, (3) Ow, = D",Aw+u-w, wheref{u)=2u -u J . Strong collision is a very singular event for traveling spots. therefore scattors emerging al Ihe transi· tion point of input-output relations may tum OUlto be one of the universal objects independent of mode) systems. 
